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Abstract—Granular power delivery with per-core regulation for
microprocessor power delivery has the potential to significantly im-
prove the energy efficiency of future data centers. On-chip switched
capacitor converters can enable such granular power delivery with
per-core regulation given a high efficiency, high power density, fast
response time, and high output power converter design. This paper
details the implementation of an on-chip switched capacitor voltage
regulator in a 32 nm SOI CMOS technology with deep trench ca-
pacitors. A novel feedforward control for reconfigurable switched
capacitor converters is presented. The feedforward control reduces
the output voltage droop following a transient load step. This leads
to a reduced minimum microprocessor supply voltage, thereby re-
ducing the overall power consumption of the microprocessor. The
implemented on-chip switched capacitor voltage regulator pro-
vides a 0.7–1.1 V output voltage from 1.8 V input. It achieves a
85.1% maximum efficiency at 3.2 W/mm2 power density, a sub-
nanosecond response time with improved minimum supply voltage
capability, and a maximum output power of 10 W. For an output
voltage of 850 mV, the feedforward control reduces the required
voltage overhead by 60 mV for a transient load step from 10%
to 100% of the nominal load. This can reduce the overall power
consumption of the microprocessor by 7%.

Index Terms—Feedforward systems, power integrated circuits,
regulators, switched capacitor circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

E LECTRICITY consumption within information and com-
munication technologies (ICT) now approaches 10% of

the world’s total electricity consumption. That is, 1500TWh
annual electricity consumption, and forecasts predict as much as
6000TWh annual electricity consumption for ICT in 2035 [1].
This tremendous amount of electricity is used to produce, store,
transport, process, and display the zettabytes of data produced
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and used by: 1) data centers; 2) wired and wireless communi-
cation infrastructure; and 3) end-user devices such as personal
computers, smart phones, and digital televisions. At the heart
of all of these lies the data processing units like microprocessor
cores, caches, graphic processors, I/O circuits and networks,
etc. From a power conversion perspective, these data processing
units act as electronic loads powered by a point of load (POL)
converter, which is the last power conversion stage in the en-
tire power delivery chain. For high-performance multicore and
manycore microprocessors, which are the main target applica-
tion of this paper, the POL converter typically consists of an
external voltage regulator module (VRM).

Switched capacitor (SC) converters have recently become a
popular topology for on-chip voltage regulators due to their
ease of monolithic integration [2]–[7], [11], [22], [23], [25],
[29], [46]. Using only transistors and capacitors available in the
semiconductor processes, SC converters offer the possibility to
be implemented on the same die as the microprocessor using
no external components, thereby providing a monolithic (2D)
converter integration with the load.

This paper presents a fully on-chip switched capacitor volt-
age regulator (SCVR) designed and implemented in a 32 nm
SOI CMOS technology. This semiconductor technology fea-
tures the high capacitance density and low loss deep trench
capacitor, which is known to result in high efficiency and
high power density on-chip SCVR designs [3], [5], [13].
Historically, SC converters are perceived as low efficiency, low
power density, difficult to regulate, and low power (< 1W) con-
verters. This paper, which extends the work from [47], demon-
strates an on-chip SCVR that simultaneously achieves high ef-
ficiency, high power density, subnanosecond regulation capa-
bility, and high output power. As shown in the state-of-the-art
overview in Fig. 1(a), this design is among the highest efficiency
and highest power density on-chip SC converters presented to
date. Also, as shown in Fig. 1(b), this converter delivers 10W
maximum output power. This output power is six times or higher
than any other on-chip SCVR converter presented to date, and
it shows that SC converters can achieve similar performance as
their (inductive) buck converter counterparts.

For the application of granular microprocessor power deliv-
ery, the on-chip SCVR must always maintain an output voltage
above a certain minimum level Vout,min for the microprocessor
core to meet setup time requirements. Following a transient load
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Fig. 1. State-of-the-art overview of (a) quoted efficiency versus power density
and (b) quoted efficiency versus maximum output power of published on-chip
voltage regulators [3], [5], [9]–[45].

step, the output voltage typically experiences a droop due to the
parasitic inductance of the power distribution network (PDN).
Therefore, the steady-state output voltage is kept high enough
to ensure Vout > Vout,min at all times, thereby introducing a
voltage overhead that leads to increased microprocessor energy
consumption [12], [48]. The single-bound hysteretic control for
interleaved SCVRs provides a subnanosecond response time to
a transient load step [5], [8], [22]. However, as reported in [5],
the output voltage can still experience a voltage droop despite
the subnanosecond response time. As discussed, the droop is
neither caused by the regulation loop being too slow nor by
the lack of output decoupling capacitance. Instead, a significant
droop at the input of the converter is considered to be the root
cause of the output voltage droop. A minimum input voltage
is required by the SCVR to maintain its output voltage. If the
input voltage droops below this minimum voltage, and since the
SCVR cannot boost the output voltage, the output voltage will
droop. The input voltage droop, and thereby the output volt-
age droop, can be reduced by implementing sufficient on-chip
input decoupling capacitors. However, a large capacitance is
needed to reduce the droop sufficiently, and it becomes impracti-
cal to implement owing to the large chip area overhead required.
This paper presents a novel feedforward control scheme that mit-
igates the output voltage droop without adding excessive input
decoupling capacitors. This feedforward regulation can enable
per-core dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) with
reduced voltage overhead for future energy-efficient micropro-
cessor power delivery.

Section II provides a detailed application-specific motivation
for implementing SCVRs for granular microprocessor power de-
livery with per-core regulation. Furthermore, the converter spec-
ifications are defined. The system overview of the implemented
on-chip SCVR is presented in Section III, and the SC converter
power stage and gate driver are presented in Section IV.
In Section V, the implementation of the single-bound hysteretic
feedback control is detailed, and in Section VI, the novel feed-
forward control for reconfigurable SC converters is presented.
Section VII presents the experimental results of a 10W on-chip
SCVR implemented in a 32 nm SOI CMOS technology that
features the high capacitance density deep trench capacitors.

II. GRANULAR MICROPROCESSOR POWER DELIVERY

On-chip SCVRs enable granular power delivery by providing
independent voltage domains with various voltage and current
specifications. These voltage domains include microprocessor
cores, caches, signal I/O’s, memory, graphic processors, etc.,
either all on the same die or on a separate die within the pack-
age [11], [12], [49]. The SCVR generates the desired supply
voltage from a higher-than-nominal input voltage, thereby be-
coming an independent POL converter for each voltage domain.
Within a voltage domain, the granularity can be further extended
by incorporating per-core regulation, where each core is regu-
lated independently of each other. Furthermore, the granularity
can be even further extended by considering within-core regula-
tion, which counteracts and stabilizes voltage variations across
the core die [50]. Per-core regulation is treated further in the
next subsection, whereas within-core regulation is not treated
further in this paper.

Using an example of five independent and different voltage
domains, Fig. 2 illustrates how SCVRs can be implemented to
provide granular power delivery. The example voltages and cur-
rents shown are representative for a future high-performance
microprocessor system. The typical granular power delivery is
shown in Fig. 2(a), where several external VRMs are used to
supply each of the independent voltage domains. Each exter-
nal VRM has different output voltage and current requirements.
Additionally, the external VRMs typically take up a significant
fraction of the total motherboard area. In this future micropro-
cessor example, a current of approximately 360A through the
combined PDN is imaginable. Most of this current is for V1 that
supplies the microprocessor cores. The 360A current applies at
the highest supply voltage of 1.1V. At reduced supply voltages,
the microprocessor core is expected to draw a lower current
due to the reduced clock frequency of the core. This load char-
acteristic matches well to the SC converter efficiency character-
istic, which will be evident from the efficiency measurements
in Section VII-B where the highest efficiencies are obtained at
high output voltages. Furthermore, these high currents are chal-
lenging to supply through the PDN due to: 1) wire voltage drops
(IR drops) in the parasitic wiring resistance; 2) Ldi/dt supply
instability caused by the parasitic wiring inductance; and 3) C4
solder bumps, which are typically limited to around 200mA
per C4 solder bump. According to the international technol-
ogy roadmap for semiconductors, a modern high-performance
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Fig. 2. Example microprocessor system consisting of five independent voltage
domains with different current and voltage specifications. (a) Typical power
delivery where five external VRMs are designed to supply each independent
voltage domain. (b) Granular power delivery where a single external VRM
supplies five on-chip SCVRs, each of which supplies an independent voltage
domain.

microprocessor package can incorporate more than 3000 C4 sol-
der bumps, and more than two-thirds of these are used to supply
power [51]. Hence, supplying approximately 360A through the
PDN would require at least 1800 C4 solder bumps, thereby
being feasible.

The target granular power delivery shown in Fig. 2(b) utilizes
SCVRs to supply each independent voltage domain from a sin-
gle external VRM, which provides a higher-than-nominal sup-
ply voltage. Each SCVR is dimensioned and scaled to match the
requirements of its respective voltage domain. With 1.8V input
voltage and the same total dissipated power, only around 210A
of current flows through the PDN, thereby directly reducing the
issues with IR losses, Ldi/dt supply instability, and limited C4
solder bumps. Additionally, the design of the external VRM
can be simplified when converting down to a fixed and higher
voltage instead of a dynamic and lower voltage. Also, the effi-
ciency of the VRM alone can be improved 3–4% [48]. Finally,
with only a single external VRM, motherboard area used for
power delivery can be significantly reduced, allowing for an
overall smaller form factor of the entire microprocessor system.

The 10W output power delivered by the on-chip SCVR pre-
sented in this paper is not enough to supply the entire micropro-
cessor. It is suited to supply a voltage domain or a single core
in a per-core regulation scheme requiring 10W. Besides, the
SCVR can generally be scaled to deliver higher or lower out-
put powers depending on the microprocessor load requirements.

The 10W output power in this design is therefore not a specific
target in itself; it is merely what could be achieved with the
silicon area available for the given semiconductor technology.

By incorporating on-chip SCVR, sensitive analog and I/O cir-
cuitry could potentially be disturbed by the switching behavior
of the SCVR. However, the entire microprocessor core already
generates substrate noise and crosstalk from switching of the
logic gates. It is the assumption that if the analog and I/O cir-
cuitry can cope with the substrate noise from the microprocessor
core (e.g., by proper power plane separation), then those circuits
will also cope with an on-chip SCVR using similar techniques.
A detailed investigation of potential crosstalk from an on-chip
SCVR to sensitive analog and I/O circuitry is beyond the scope
of this paper.

A. Per-Core Regulation

DVFS is a popular technique to dynamically adjust the voltage
and clock frequency of a microprocessor core to meet, but not
exceed, supply voltage demands [48]. Changing the state of a
logic circuit electrically translates into charging or discharging
the total capacitance Ctot of all logic gates that change state.
With a clock frequency fclk , the total power dissipation of the
logic circuit, e.g., a microprocessor core, can be estimated using

Plogic = CtotV
2
supfclk (1)

where Vsup is the supply voltage of the logic circuit. DVFS
ensures that the supply voltage and clock frequency follow the
demand set by the microprocessor core for a given computa-
tional workload. From a power delivery perspective, only Vsup
can be regulated to save system power as both Ctot and fclk
are determined by the microprocessor core and the workload.
From (1), the power dissipation reveals a quadratic dependency
of Vsup on Plogic . Hence, a power management scheme is intro-
duced to meet, but not exceed, the demand in Vsup .

Three power management schemes for an example four core
microprocessor are shown in Fig. 3. The three example work-
loads performed by the microprocessor have specific core uti-
lization profiles that dictate the supply voltage requirements for
each core [43], [48]. Following a transient load step, the supply
voltage typically experiences a droop. Therefore, extra voltage
overhead is added on top of the core utilization profile to sup-
port the frequency scaling, which is equivalent to a transient
load step. However, the voltage overhead directly leads to sys-
tem energy loss. The function of the power management scheme
is to reduce the voltage overhead as much as possible while still
meeting the supply voltage demands at all times.

Most power management schemes today support the DVFS
shown in Fig. 3(a), where a single supply voltage is delivered
to all cores simultaneously, and the DVFS voltage is adjusted
to the voltage requirement of the core having the highest uti-
lization profile within a certain workload. As can be seen for
workloads 1 and 3, cores with low utilization profiles experience
a large voltage overhead, thereby leading to undesired system
energy losses. For workload 2 having uniform core utilization,
this power management scheme provides no system energy sav-
ings. For per-core DVFS shown in Fig. 3(b), the supply voltage
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Fig. 3. Power management schemes for multicore and manycore micropro-
cessor systems. (a) DVFS without per-core regulation, which results in an un-
necessarily large voltage overhead when only a single core requires a high
supply voltage. (b) Per-core regulation reduces this voltage overhead. (c) Fur-
ther reduction of the supply voltage is achieved if the voltage overhead itself is
decreased. Any voltage overhead translates directly to system energy loss.

of each core is independently regulated to match its utilization
profile within each workload. This power management scheme
significantly reduces the voltage overhead in workload 1 and 3,
thereby reducing the system energy losses. However, the volt-
age overhead to account for transient load steps is still required,
and there is again no system energy savings for workload 2.
In Fig. 3(c), the improved per-core DVFS with reduced voltage
overhead is shown as the ultimate goal where overhead voltage
for each core is minimized. To be feasible, the power man-
agement scheme must provide a solution to reduce the voltage
droop following a transient event, thereby allowing for an overall
lower supply voltage with per-core DVFS. This attractive power
management scheme leads to minimal system energy losses for
all workloads. Although not shown due to clarity of the figure,
the overhead voltage could potentially be further reduced at low
supply voltage since the transients at lower supply voltages are
smaller than for high supply voltage

For a single voltage domain, e.g., V1 from Fig. 2, per-core
DVFS can be supported by incorporating multiple converters
on the microprocessor die. According to [48], per-core DVFS
can, depending on workload, increase the overall system effi-
ciency by up to 21%. This efficiency improvement stems mainly
from reduced power losses in the PDN, and it includes the power
losses of the added on-chip converter. Furthermore, if the con-
verter can reduce the voltage overhead while still maintaining

the minimum voltage requirement by each core, the per-core
DVFS with reduced overhead voltage from Fig. 3(c) can be
implemented. These attractive benefits motivate for further in-
vestigation and exploration of SCVRs to enable per-core DVFS
with reduced overhead voltage.

B. Converter Specifications

Based on the motivation for granular microprocessor power
delivery with per-core DVFS given above, the following defines
and discusses the main SCVR specifications targeted in this
paper:

1) Monolithic (2D) integration: requires the SCVR to be
implemented onto the microprocessor die, i.e., to be de-
signed using the same semiconductor technology as the
microprocessor.

2) High efficiency: The 85–90% efficiency range is tar-
geted. Implementing an SCVR with low efficiency would
severely limit or even negate the power and energy effi-
ciency gains achieved by reduced IR losses in the PDN
and reduced overhead voltages using per-core DVFS.

3) High power density: To integrate the SCVR with the mi-
croprocessor, the power density of the converter must be
high with the respect to the state-of-the-art overview in
Fig. 1(a) in order to not take up too much chip area.
Therefore, power densities above 1W/mm2 are targeted.

4) High output power: From the state-of-the-art overview in
Fig. 1(b), prior to this paper, only the SC converter design
in [25] demonstrates more than 1W output power. It is
therefore a goal to demonstrate more than 1W maximum
output power.

5) Wide output voltage range: To enable per-core DVFS,
the output voltage range is 0.7–1.1 V for a fixed 1.8V
input supply. For the 32 nm technology used, the nominal
voltage is 0.9V; hence, the higher-than-nominal 1.8V
input supply supports the granular power delivery shown
in Fig. 2.

6) Fast transient response: required to enable the per-core
DVFS that supports various workload supply voltage re-
quirements of individual microprocessor cores as shown
in Fig. 3(b). Therefore, a response time of the SCVR of
1 ns is targeted for a step from 10% to 100% of the nomi-
nal load current. The nominal load current for this design
corresponds to 4.3A at 850mV output voltage.

7) Reduced output voltage overhead: As shown in Fig. 3(c),
reducing the output voltage overhead while still maintain-
ing a certain Vout,min at all times is an additional improve-
ment to per-core DVFS. Therefore, reducing the voltage
overhead serves as a design goal.

The specifications discussed above are summarized in Table I.
Note that the switching frequency is not specified since it is
considered a design parameter that follows the design of the
converter. The methodology for achieving a Pareto-optimized
design of the corresponding SC converter is detailed in [7].

III. SCVR SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Given the converter specifications above, the complete
overview of the implemented SCVR is shown in Fig. 4. A
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TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE ON-CHIP SWITCHED CAPACITOR VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Parameter Symbol Specification

Efficiency η > 85%
Power density ρ > 1 W/mm2

Output power Po u t > 1 W
Output voltage Vo u t 0.7 − 1.1 V
Transient response – < 1 ns
Voltage overhead – Minimal
Level of integration – 2D

Fig. 4. System overview of the 64-phase 2:1 and 3:2 reconfigurable SCVR.
The feedforward control scheme works in conjunction with the single-bound
hysteretic control scheme (feedback control).

64-phase interleaving scheme of a 2:1 and 3:2 reconfigurable SC
converter is employed. The feedback control is implemented as
a single-bound hysteretic control (delta modulation) comprising
a clocked comparator and a digital clock interleaver. The feed-
forward control is implemented using a clocked comparator and
a digital gear controller that dynamically changes the config-
uration (gear) of the interleaved SC converter units. Both the
feedback and the feedforward controls use a 4GHz clock. The
programmable load is configured externally by a digital config-
uration interface (not shown) by enabling the signals e1..31 . For
no load, all signals e1..31 are logic 0.

From simulations, 32 interleaved stages are found to be a
good match with the 4GHz clock for this design and with this
semiconductor technology. The 64 interleaved stages are taken
by implementing two 32 interleaved converters, but one runs
off the inverted clock. However, 128 or more could also be
possible, but the maximum switching frequency of each SC
converter would be reduced, as discussed in Section V-B. From
simulations, the additional ripple reduction for more than 16
interleaved stages compared to 16 is not significant, but even a
small improvement can prove useful in an optimized design.

A. 2:1 and 3:2 Reconfigurable Power Stage

The 2:1 and 3:2 reconfigurable power stage is shown in Fig. 5.
It consists of two flying capacitors and nine transistors that are
operated as switches [5], [6], [23], [29], [47]. The reconfigurable
power stage supports a high efficiency over the entire output

Fig. 5. The (a) 2:1 and (b) 3:2 reconfigurable SC converter power stage
including the switch configuration in the charging and the discharging state.

voltage range of 0.7–1.1V. Note that the power stage also can
be operated at lower output voltages than 0.7V, but at a lower
efficiency.

In each configuration, the two flying capacitors are sequen-
tially switched between a charging and a discharging state at
50% duty cycle. In the 2:1 configuration shown in Fig. 5(a), the
switch S5 connecting the two flying capacitors is always off,
and the power stage reduces to two 2:1 converters operated in
parallel. In the charging state, the two paralleled flying capac-
itors are in series with the input and the output nodes. In the
discharging state, the two paralleled flying capacitors are in par-
allel with the output node, and the input node is unconnected. In
the 3:2 configuration shown in Fig. 5(b), the parallel connection
of the two flying capacitors is in series between the input and
the output nodes in the charging state. In the discharging state,
the series connection of the two flying capacitors is in parallel
with the output node, and the input node is unconnected.

B. Interleaving

Interleaving is a popular technique employed in SCVRs [8],
[16], [23], [25], [29], [52], [53]. Instead of implementing only a
single SC converter unit, the SC converter is divided into several
smaller units having the input clock signals phase shifted with
respect to each other. Fig. 6 shows how employing interleav-
ing is a means to simultaneously reduce the input current and
the output voltage ripples1 without excessive input and output
decoupling capacitors.

With a single-phase implementation as shown in Fig. 6(a),
the output voltage and input current ripples typically require

1Although the input current and output voltage ripple decays in Fig. 6 are
shown to be linear, they conceptually are exponential waveforms resulting from
the charging and discharging of the flying capacitor through the transistor on-
state resistances and the load [7].
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Fig. 6. SC converter implementation both with and without interleaving. In-
terleaving SC converter units is a means to simultaneously reduce the input
current ripple and the output voltage ripple, thereby greatly reducing (or even
omitting) the need for input and output decoupling capacitors.

substantial decoupling capacitance to meet ripple specifications.
This directly translates into occupying significant chip area with
capacitors. Considering the output voltage ripple, the ripple in
itself might not be critical for the operation of the microproces-
sor core as long as the Vout,min requirements are met, but the
larger ripple can be viewed as voltage overhead, which is sought
reduced according to Fig. 3.

With an N -phase interleaving implementation as shown in
Fig. 6(b), whenever an SC converter phase changes state from
charging to discharging or vice versa, the flying capacitors of
the remaining N − 1 phases effectively act as decoupling to
that switching event. Hence, the input and output decoupling
capacitors required to reduce the steady-state ripples can be
greatly reduced or even omitted, thereby saving precious chip
area and at the same time reduce the voltage overhead.

IV. POWER STAGE AND GATE DRIVER

The complete circuit schematic of the SC converter unit is
shown in Fig. 7. It consists of a gate driver that generates the
transistor gate signals, multiplexers that distribute the gate driver
signals to the transistor gates (based on the configuration), and
the 2:1 and 3:2 reconfigurable power stage. This SC converter
is implemented using thin-oxide transistors in the 32 nm SOI
CMOS technology. For good reliability, the allowed maximum
voltage of the transistors is Vmax = 1.2V, which is lower than
the input voltage of Vin = 1.8V for this application [5], [12].
Thick-oxide transistors within the technology would be able to
withstand the input voltage, but the resulting efficiency degrada-
tion due to worsened RonQg merit makes thick-oxide transistors
for this high-efficiency design impractical to use.

A. Stacked Voltage Domain Gate Driver

The gate driver, which generates the four main gate signals2

vg ,xY for the power transistors S1−9(s) , has to be designed en-
suring that no pair of transistor terminals is exposed to overvolt-
age conditions. With a maximum transistor voltage of 1.2V,
the 1.8V input supply requires 2× stacking to avoid overvolt-
age situations.3 Therefore, the gate driver in Fig. 7(a) employs
a stacked voltage domain where the upper voltage domain for
vg ,xH is maintained between Vin and Vout and the lower voltage
domain for vg ,xL is maintained using Vout and gnd [3].

The input clock clkn of the n’th SC converter unit is fed into
the lower voltage domain. A level shifter circuit shifts the input
clock to the upper voltage domain. In each voltage domain,
the clock signal is passed through a latch with built-in delay
(nonoverlapping clock) in order to generate a dead time interval
between the signal edges to avoid shoot-through currents in the
power transistors.

The stacked voltage domain gate driver ensures a safe startup
with no overvoltage of any transistor. However, the load must be
disconnected, i.e., no current is drawn from Vout , during startup.
The reason for the safe startup is the symmetrical design of the
level shifter and nonoverlapping clock circuits that divide the
input supply ramp up close to equally between the two domains.
The safe startup operation has been examined thoroughly in
simulations under all relevant corner conditions.

B. Gate Multiplexers and Buffers

The four main gate signals vg ,xY are distributed to the power
stage transistors based on whether the converter is in the 2:1
or the 3:2 configuration. From Fig. 7(b), four multiplexer are
required, one for each of the gate signals vg4 , vg5 , vg7 , and vg7s
that change clock source based on the configuration. Tapered
buffers after the multiplexers provide the drive strength to
turn the transistors on and off in the power stage. Tapered
buffers are also added for the gate signals that do not require
multiplexers.

The gate signals of transistors S5 and S5s in the 3:2 con-
figuration are unusual as the gates are tied to Vout . This im-
plementation is feasible since the transistors’ source potential
V2 is equal to Vout/2 when conducting, resulting in a very
simple and robust gate drive of S5 . However, the gate–source
voltage when conducting is only Vout/2, which increases the
on-state resistances4 of these transistors compared to the other
transistors. The increased on-state resistances result in a slight
penalty in the maximum achievable power density in the 3:2
configuration [3].

2Regarding vg ,xY , subscript x is n for NMOS transistors and p for PMOS
transistors, and subscript Y is H for high side and L for low side.

3Higher input voltages of, e.g., 2.5V or 3.3 V is feasible with SC converters
having higher conversion ratios, but the 3× or 4× stacking required to withstand
the higher input voltage would significantly increase circuit complexity in order
to ensure that no transistor encounters an overvoltage situation during operation,
including startup.

4To a first order, the on-state resistance of a MOS transistor is inversely
proportional to the gate–source voltage.
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Fig. 7. Complete SC converter unit. (a) Stacked voltage domain gate driver consisting of a level shifter and, for each domain, a nonoverlapping clock that
generates the dead time. (b) Gate multiplexers that select the appropriate gate signals for each transistor based on the configuration. (c) 2:1 and 3:2 reconfigurable
SC power stage.

C. Stacked Transistor Implementation

The reconfigurable SC converter power stage in Fig. 5(c)
inherently exposes transistors S5 and S6 to overvoltage, and
transistor S7 inherently exhibits undesired turn-on behavior.
Therefore, the power stage in Fig. 7(c) includes three stacked
transistors S5s , S6s , and S7s . The purpose of S5s and S6s is to
avoid overvoltage situations inherent in the power stage. The
voltage drop across the turned-off transistors get reduced to val-
ues smaller than 1.2V owing to the transistor stacking because
the source potential of the stacked transistors cannot get lower
than its gate voltage, and hence, the gate voltage clamps the volt-
age across the turned-off transistor correspondingly. Regarding
S7s , it is important to note that the transistors in the 32 nm
semiconductor technology are laid out symmetrically, meaning
that there is no physical difference between the drain and source
terminals. This implies that a transistor can be turned on with
zero gate–source voltage if the gate–drain voltage is above the
threshold voltage. The purpose of S7s is to prevent undesired
turn on due to layout symmetry.

1) Stacked Transistor S5s: From Fig. 5, it is clear that S5
in Fig. 7(c) should always be off in the 2:1 configuration.
However, simply grounding its gate to turn it off leads to an
overvoltage situation since the voltage at node V2 is Vin in
the charging phase of the 2:1 configuration, thereby result-
ing in an unacceptably high gate–source voltage of −Vin for
S5 . Stacked transistor S5s , which has its gate tied to Vout , re-
sults in a tolerable gate–source voltage of Vout − Vin . How-
ever, S5 is still needed due to layout symmetry: without S5 , the
gate–drain of S5s would equal Vout in the discharging state of
the 2:1 configuration because V1 = 0V. This would lead S5s
to undesirably turn on. For these reasons, both S5 and S5s are
needed, and together they hinder the overvoltage situation and
ensure the desired turn off in the 2:1 configuration.

2) Stacked Transistor S6s: From Fig. 7(c), it is seen that
the voltage V2 can get as low as Vout,min,3:2/2 = 900mV/2 =
450mV in the 3:2 configuration. This low voltage imposes an
overvoltage situation of Vin − 450mV = 1.35V on the drain–
source and gate–drain terminals of S6 . For the gate–drain over-
voltage, the stacked transistor S6s effectively overcomes this
overvoltage situation in a similar manner as for S5s discussed
above. With the gate of S6s tied to Vout , the desired switching
in both configurations is solely determined by the switching
of S6 . For the drain–source overvoltage, the stacked transistor
implementation shares the voltage between the two transistors,
thereby eliminating the overvoltage situation.

3) S7s: Stacked transistor S7s is inserted to prevent an un-
desired turn on event of S7 in the 3:2 configuration, where,
according to Fig. 5, it should always be turned off. As before,
the voltage at V2 can be as low as 450mV, which, with vg7
tied to Vout , results in a positive gate–drain voltage of S7 , caus-
ing it to undesirably turn on due to layout symmetry. Stacked
transistor S7s effectively ensures that S7 does not turn on in the
3:2 configuration, while at the same time ensuring the transistor
turns on as desired in the 2:1 configuration.

V. SINGLE-BOUND HYSTERETIC CONTROL SCHEME

A single-bound hysteretic control scheme is implemented as
the feedback control loop. This regulation scheme is advan-
tageous due to: 1) its simple implementation; 2) its inherently
stable operation; and 3) its high control bandwidth [8], [54]. This
regulation scheme modulates the switching frequency to regu-
late the SC converters’ equivalent output resistance to achieve
the desired output voltage. Switching frequency modulation is
a popular regulation technique for on-chip SC converters [8],
[16], [22], [23], [25], [52], [53].
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Fig. 8. Single-bound hysteretic control scheme using a clocked comparator
to produce a trigger clock clktrig whenever the output voltage is below the
reference voltage at the sampling event.

Fig. 9. Clocked comparator with reset used to implement the single-bound
hysteretic control scheme. The output clktrig can be considered as the sampling
of an ideal comparator that is reset before the subsequent sampling event.

The concept of the single-bound hysteretic control is shown in
Fig. 8. As can be seen, clktrig transitions to logic high whenever
Vout is less than Vref at the rising edge of clkcc . A rising edge
on clktrig causes the digital clock interleaver (discussed below)
to change the state of the next SC converter unit to deliver
more charge to the output, thereby causing a rise in the output
voltage. If Vout is greater than Vref at the rising edge of clkcc ,
clktrig remains logic low and the clock pulse is skipped, and no
SC converter unit changes state.

A. Clocked Comparator

The circuit schematic of the clocked comparator with reset
is shown in Fig. 9. Based on clkcc , the clocked comparator
generates clktrig used in the single-bound hysteretic control
illustrated in Fig. 8. From the circuit schematic in Fig. 9(a), the
clocked comparator main inputs are the differential transistor
pair with Vp and Vn . The comparator structure is a sense-amp
latch, also known as a Strong-ARM latch. Offset calibration of

Fig. 10. Digital clock interleaver that divides the high-frequency clktrig signal
into N = 2b clock phases for the N interleaved SC converter units. Shown for
b = 2.

the comparator is performed by the second differential transistor
pair with ocp and ocn . The offset calibration is performed on-
chip by incorporating a dual comparator: when one comparator
measures the inputs, the other calibrates and vice versa.

The clocked comparator with reset outputs a pulse on outp
and no pulse on outn whenever Vp < Vn following a rising
edge of clkcc . It outputs a pulse on outn and no pulse on outp
whenever a Vp > Vn following a rising edge of clkcc . For the
single-bound hysteretic control, outn is not used. The detailed
analysis and design of the clocked comparator, which initially is
designed to be used in high-speed analog to digital converters,
are treated further in [55].

In Fig. 9(b), the clocked comparator symbol used in the re-
mainder of the thesis is illustrated. The clocked comparator
equivalent circuit, which is shown in Fig. 9(c), consists of an
ideal comparator followed by a flip-flop that performs the sam-
pling event at each rising edge of the comparator clock clkcc .
The AND gate provides a reset of the output trigger signal clktrig
before the subsequent sampling event. Propagation delays are
ignored in the equivalent circuit, but it should be ensured that
clktrig contains no glitches.

B. Digital Clock Interleaver

Fig. 10 shows the implementation of the digital clock inter-
leaver, where a shift register performs frequency division of the
high-frequency clktrig signal. The outputs are N = 2b clock
phases, each of which is fed to an SC converter unit as shown
in the overview in Fig. 4. In prior art, implementations of this
regulation scheme use the inverted output of the last flip-flop
and feed it to the first flip-flop of the shift register [8], [53].
Doing this requires the shift register to be properly initialized.
As shown in Fig. 10, we use the most significant bit (MSB) of
a (b + 1)-bit counter as input to the shift register. This solution
does not require any initialization of the shift registers since the
desired flip-flop states are reached once the counter has com-
pleted one full cycle from zero. This still holds if the counter is
not zero at start up. Hence, using the counter’s MSB as input to
the shift register is a very robust implementation.
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Assuming that no pulses of clktrig are skipped (as illustrated
in Fig. 10), the maximum switching frequency of each SC con-
verter unit is

fsw ,max =
1
2

fcc

N
=

fcc

2b+1 (2)

where the factor 1/2 is due to the fact that it takes two rising
edges of clktrig per SC converter clock period and fcc is the
frequency of the clocked comparator. If fsw ,max is reached for
a given fcc , the desired output regulation cannot be achieved
and the SC converter delivers less power than required. If this
occurs, it typically leads to a lower output voltage in steady state
or an output voltage droop during a transient load step.

C. Loop Latency

The loop latency, which is the propagation delay from when
the sampling event occurs until the corresponding SC converter
unit changes state, poses an upper limit to fcc

fcc <
1

tlat
. (3)

If the above criterion is not met, the subsequent sampling event
occurs before the present sampling event has had its effect on the
output voltage. If this double sampling event happens, two SC
converter units change switching states where only the change of
one unit is required. Although a double sampling event in itself
is not critical for the stability of the controller, the output voltage
will experience a higher ripple, thereby not fully exploiting the
ripple reduction of the interleaving scheme [54].

For the test chip, the loop latency is minimized by: 1) opti-
mizing the size (and thereby propagation delay) of logic gates
in the stacked voltage domain gate driver; 2) optimizing the dig-
ital controller implementation to process without unnecessary
latching; and 3) keep buffers and time-critical wiring at a min-
imum without sacrificing robustness. For this design, the loop
latency achieved is around 200 ps.

VI. NOVEL FEEDFORWARD CONTROL

The novel regulation concept, discussed next, is a feedfor-
ward control since it regulates based on the input voltage [47].
However, a feedback control scheme, e.g., the single-bound hys-
teretic control, that regulates based on the output voltage is still
required. In Fig. 11, a conceptual overview of the typical feed-
back control in conjunction with the new feedforward control is
illustrated. The SC converter equivalent model (neglecting the
switching losses) consists of a transformer with a fixed conver-
sion ratio M and an equivalent output resistance Req [7], [8].
As shown in Fig. 11(a), the typical feedback control regulates
Req to achieve the desired output voltage as shown in the corre-
sponding flowchart. Typically, as in the single-bound hysteretic
control scheme, Req is modulated by the switching frequency.

The novel feedforward control, which can be implemented
with a reconfigurable SC converter, introduces an additional
control loop as depicted Fig. 11(b). As shown in the correspond-
ing flowchart, the feedforward control dynamically changes the
configuration to a higher voltage conversion ratio M2 > M1

Fig. 11. Typical SC converter feedback control modulates Req to achieve
the desired output voltage, whereas the novel feedforward control dynami-
cally changes the conversion ratio M when an input voltage droop is detected.
(a) typical feedback flow chart (b) additional feedforward flowchart.

Fig. 12. Implementation of the digital gear controller that dynamically
changes the configuration (gear) of the reconfigurable SC converter when an
input voltage droop is detected by the clocked comparator. Shown for N = 4
(b = 2) interleaved phases.

when an input voltage droop is detected. Once the input volt-
age has recovered (by the external VRM), the configuration is
changed back to M1 , where the converter operation is more
efficient. Although shown for the 2:1 and 3:2 reconfigurable
SC converter, the principle can be extended to other conversion
ratios as well.

A. Digital Gear Controller

Fig. 12 shows the circuit schematic of the digital gear con-
troller for an example four-phase reconfigurable SCVR. The
input voltage V ′

in is compared with the reference V ′
in,ref by a

clocked comparator having both positive (gp) and negative (gn)
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Fig. 13. Chip photo and SC converter unit layout of the 10 W SCVR im-
plemented in the 32 nm technology with deep trench capacitors. The total
converter consists of four 16-phase SC converter instances, where R denotes
the programmable load, which is distributed among the converter instances. The
total active converter area is 1.968 mm2 .

outputs, where V ′
in and V ′

in,ref denote scaled voltages of Vin
and Vin,ref , respectively, to avoid overvoltage situations. For in-
terleaved designs, which are considered here, it is found from
simulations that changing the configuration of all converter units
simultaneously leads to unnecessarily high ripples at the output
node.5 Therefore, the digital gear controller, which implements
the feedforward control, is designed to change the configuration
one at a time. The clocked comparator is clocked with the same
high-frequency clock clkcc used in the single-bound hysteretic
control.

The gear signals are governed by a bidirectional shift register,
where the direction is controlled by the select signal (sel). When
V ′

in < V ′
in,ref , a rising edge of gp appears triggering sel to go

high, and logic 1 is stored in the first flip-flop, causing gear0 to
go high. Consecutive gp triggers cause the following gear signals
to go high, and when all gear signals are high, subsequent gp
triggers have no further impact since logic 1 is stored in all flip-
flops, i.e., all gear signals are high and all SC converter units
operate in the 3:2 configuration. Once V ′

in > V ′
in,ref , a rising

edge on gn appears triggering sel to go low, and logic 0 is stored
in the last flip-flop, causing gear3 to go low. Again, consecutive
gn triggers cause the gear signals to go low one at a time. From
simulations, it is found that pulse skipping of gn (denoted gn′)
leads to the smoothest transition back to the original conversion
ratio. The pulse skipping in gn′ is shown in Fig. 12 by the gray
tone of every second pulse. However, pulse skipping of more
pulses is possible as well.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The chip photo of the implemented 64-phase interleaved SC
converter is shown in Fig. 13. The input power is supplied in
the middle pad row (in Pin /gnd pairs) for a symmetrical power

5However, the higher ripples when changing all configurations simultane-
ously are not necessarily an issue regarding Vout ,m in of the microprocessor
core. It is only a less smooth transition.

delivery to the chip. Having even more input power and gnd
pads and using, e.g., flip chip bonding would further improve
the input power delivery to the chip. The double pad rows to
the left are for Kelvin probing at various locations on the chip.
The layout of the 2:1 and 3:2 reconfigurable SC converter unit
is reused from the design presented in [5] and [6] with only
minor modifications. A regular top-level power grid consisting
of Vin , Vout , and gnd covers the entire active chip area to
minimize power grid resistance and inductance. For the SC
converter units, the deep trench capacitors take up 72.1%, the
transistors 27.3%, and the gate driver 0.6% of the total converter
area.

The entire converter consists of a total of 192 SC converter
units. Estimations based on extracted simulations at 850mV
output voltage result in a total capacitance of the entire converter
of 384 nF. Furthermore, the total on-state resistance of each
of the power transistors is estimated to 6mΩ (paralleling 192
transistors each having 1.2Ω on-state resistance), and the total
equivalent series resistance of each deep trench capacitor is
estimated to 3mΩ (paralleling 192 capacitors each having 0.6Ω
on-state resistance).

No additional output decoupling capacitance (Cout = 0 nF)
is implemented due to the high number of interleaved stages.
For this design with a resistive load, minimal capacitance from
the load is expected. However, in general, the capacitance of the
microprocessor load will add to the total decoupling.

A. Thermal Model

Before proceeding with the efficiency and power density mea-
surements, a thermal model is developed to predict the on-chip
temperature during operation. Since the on-chip resistance of
the programmable load array cannot be measured when the
converter is operating, the resistance is measured under “cold”
conditions, i.e., when the converter is not operating. For low-
power implementations, the temperature increase is typically
small and can in most cases be neglected. However, for high-
power implementations, the temperature dependence of the on-
chip resistance must be taken into account when estimating the
converter’s output power, from which efficiency and power den-
sity are estimated.

A thermal model of the SCVR design is setup using the
3D-ICE thermal model simulator [56], [57]. The entire chiplet
measures 3mm × 3mm, but the SCVR design takes up
2mm × 2mm and is placed in the lower left corner of the
chiplet. Using the 3D-ICE simulator, the expected heat flux per
region is mapped to the model. Since the load is integrated on the
same chip as the converter, the entire input power is dissipated
on the chip. A converter efficiency of 90% is assumed. Using the
floor plan in Fig. 13, this means that 90% of the input power is
uniformly dissipated in load regions and 10% of the input power
is uniformly dissipated in the converter regions. The model
furthermore assumes the silicon die thickness to be 780μm, and
a thermal interface material of thickness 20μm glues the chiplet
to a 5mm × 5mm water-cooled copper cold plate, where
the cooling water is kept at a temperature of 27◦C using a
chiller.
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Fig. 14. Thermal model simulation results using 3D-ICE. (a) Simulated heat
map shown for Pin = 10 W . (b) Maximum and average temperatures as a
function of the input power.

The results of the 3D-ICE simulations are shown in Fig. 14.
The simulated heat map for an input power of 10W is shown
in Fig. 14(a), where the color coding resembles the maximum
temperature on the chip. As can be seen, the maximum on-chip
temperature for 10W is 69◦C. Using the same simulation setup
for other power levels, Fig. 14(b) shows the maximum and aver-
age die temperatures as a function of the input power. As seen,
the cooling setup manages to keep the on-chip temperature be-
low 70◦C, which is considered appropriate for the measurement
setup.

The resistance of the on-chip programmable load is measured
using a four-point measurement setup. Using the chiller to heat
the water flowing through the cold plate to a predefined temper-
ature, the chip is heated to approximately the same temperature
which enables the characterization of the on-chip load resistance
over temperature. Fig. 15 shows measured load resistances over
temperature for 15 of the 31 resistors active and all of the re-
sistors active. A close to linear increase in measured on-chip
resistance over temperature is observed. Similar measurements
are carried out for all resistance levels provided by the on-chip
programmable load, and the measured temperature-correlated
load resistances are used to determine the converter’s output
power, efficiency, and power density discussed next.

Fig. 15. Measured on-chip load resistance over temperature. Although shown
for 15 of the 31 resistors active (R15 ) and all resistors active (R31 ), similar
measurements are carried out for all other load levels provided by the on-chip
programmable load.

B. Measured Efficiency and Power Density

Measurements are carried out using GBB PicoProbe needles
on the unpackaged chip die mounted on a probe station. The
input and output voltages are measured using Kelvin contacts to
account for the voltage drops of cable and contact resistances.
An Agilent E3633A power supply is used as input supply. The
input power Pin is estimated using the current displayed on
the input supply and the measured Kelvin input voltage. How-
ever, Pin does not include the power consumption of the digital
controller as it is not possible to separate that power consump-
tion from the total digital power consumption, which includes
several housekeeping functions for testing that are not part of
the digital controller. The output power Pout is measured using
the Kelvin output voltage and the on-chip resistance, which is
measured using the thermal model discussed above. Hence, the
measured efficiency taking temperature effects into account is

η(Tmax) =
Pout(Tmax)

Pin
=

V 2
out

Rload(Tmax(Pin ))
1

Pin
(4)

where Tmax is the maximum operating temperature in Celsius,
and Rload(Tmax(Pin)) is the measured load resistance evaluated
at the maximum die temperature from Fig. 15. The maximum
die temperature Tmax(Pin) is determined from the measured
input power using the thermal model results in Fig. 14(b).

The measured efficiency over output power and power den-
sity for four different output voltages at Vin = 1.8V is shown
in Fig. 16. The efficiency at nominal load in the 2:1 configura-
tion for Vout = 0.85V is 83% at 1.9W/mm2 power density.
For the same load with Vout = 1.1V, the efficiency is 85% at
3.2W/mm2 power density. Finally, the 10W output power is
achieved at 84% efficiency and 5W/mm2 power density for
Vout = 1100mV.

Also shown in gray-scale in Fig. 16 are the efficiency and
output power measurement results when disregarding the in-
fluence of the temperature on the load resistance, i.e., when
Rload(Tmax = 30◦C) in (4). As can be seen, both the efficiency
and the output power are overestimated when disregarding the
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Fig. 16. Measured efficiency over output power and power density for four
different output voltages at Vin = 1.8 V. The maximum output power is 10 W
at Vout = 1100 mV in the 3:2 configuration. The gray-scale results are when
disregarding the influence of the temperature on the load resistance when esti-
mating the converter output power and efficiency.

temperature effects, especially for high output powers. The gray-
scale points highlight the importance of a thermal model when
using on-chip resistive loads, since the error in efficiency due
to thermal properties of the load resistances can have a large
impact on the measured efficiency points.

C. Measured Transient Response

Transient responses are measured using a 20GHz, 50GS/s
Textronix DSA72004 oscilloscope. The Kelvin contacts are
probed using 40GHz needles from GGB Industries, Inc., and
30GHz Sucoflex cables are used to connect the probes to the
oscilloscope.

The controller is clocked at fcc = 4GHz to achieve the sub
nanosecond response time. The measured transient responses
are shown in Fig. 17. The load change from 0.4 A to 4.3A load
current within 5 ns. The 4.3A load current is chosen since it ap-
plies for the entire output voltage range, whereas the 10W max-
imum output power only applies for Vout = 1.1V. The switch-
ing frequency of each SC converter unit changes from around
12MHz at 0.4A load current to a maximum of 125MHz ac-
cording to (2).

Without the feedforward control as shown in Fig. 17(a), the
sub nanosecond feedback control maintains the output voltage
for a short duration following the transient event. However,
the significant droop of the input voltage causes the output
node to experience a large droop, which leads to a relatively
low Vout,min . These results are in agreement with previously
presented transient responses from [5]. It should be noted that the
clock frequency fcc can be reduced during light-load conditions
to improve light-load efficiency.

With the feedforward control as shown in Fig. 17(b), the re-
configurable SC converter dynamically changes from the 2:1
to the 3:2 configuration when the input voltage droop is de-
tected. As observed, the resulting output voltage droop is sig-
nificantly reduced, leading to an improved Vout,min . For this

Fig. 17. Measured transient responses for (a) without and (b) with the novel
feedforward control shown for Vout = 850 mV and Vin = 1.8 V. The feed-
forward control effectively reduces the voltage overhead required to maintain a
certain Vout ,m in. The output voltage droops have been obtained without external
decoupling capacitance, i.e., Cout = 0 nF.

design, the voltage overhead is reduced by 60mV, which can
be used to reduce the steady-state output voltage and still
comply with Vout,min requirements. In this particular case
for Vout = 850mV, the voltage overhead reduction leads to
60mV/850mV = 7% reduction in overall power consumption
of the microprocessor.

As furthermore seen in Fig. 17(b), the input voltage droop is
worsened by the feedforward control. However, from an appli-
cation point of view, ensuring the output voltage droop to always
be above Vout,min is all that matters. Furthermore, the larger rip-
ple after the transient event is a result of the converter being in
the 3:2 configuration, which, for that configuration, is a rela-
tively low output voltage operation with higher ripple. Besides,
for a digital load, the combined gate capacitance of all logic
gates not switching will act as additional decoupling in a prac-
tical application. From an application point of view, this ripple
is not considered to be critical since digital loads such as micro-
processor cores are inherently insensitive to supply noise. The
ripple can be reduced by adding additional output decoupling
capacitance, where the amount of capacitance depends on the
specific ripple requirements of the microprocessor. Although not
shown, the converter transitions back to the more efficient 2:1
configuration once the transient has settled completely using the
pulse skipping scheme of the digital gear controller discussed in
Section VI. In conclusion, the feedforward control is an enabler
for per-core DVFS with improved Vout,min , which, as shown in
Fig. 3(c), has the potential to save significant amounts of com-
pute energy in future multicore and manycore microprocessor
systems.
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TABLE II
DETAILED COMPARISON WITH PRIOR ART

It should be noted that the input droop can be reduced by
incorporating sufficient input decoupling capacitance. How-
ever, from simulations, the amount of input decoupling required
would be impractically large, at least the size of the entire con-
verter. The size penalty is amplified by the fact that the deep
trench capacitor can withstand around 1.5V; hence, two capac-
itors in series are required to support the 1.8V input voltage,
thereby giving little capacitance for the area. However, input de-
coupling capacitance within the microprocessor package would
also improve the response. The amount required varies from
package to package and depends on the layout and resulting
parasitic package inductances obtainable.

D. Comparison With Prior Art

This SCVR design is compared in detail with prior art in Ta-
ble II. The selected designs resemble state of the art achieved
with bulk [22], [25], silicon on insulator (SOI) [5], [16], and tri-
gate [53] semiconductor technologies. The reported efficiency
and a high power density benchmarks for the various capacitor
technologies MOS, MIM, ferroelectric, and deep trench capaci-
tor are compared. Finally, transient responses are compared and
the voltage droops, where reported, can be held up against the
implemented output decoupling capacitance Cout , if any. As a
result of the limited designs published, the prior art varies sig-
nificantly in SC converter topology, semiconductor technology,
capacitor technology, and target application.

Having no on-chip decoupling capacitors, the 30mV volt-
age droop achieved in this work is comparable with the design
of [53] that uses precious chip area for on-chip decoupling ca-
pacitors. For the designs in [5], [22], and [25] without on-chip
decoupling capacitors, the droop achieved in this work is re-
duced from more than 76mV reported in [22] to 30mV in this
design.

The availability of the deep trench capacitor results in an
SCVR design that, like [5], achieves both a high efficiency and

a high power density. In contrast, [16] achieves high efficiency
but low power density using ferroelectric capacitors, and [22],
[25] achieve high power density but low efficiency using MOS
capacitors. The 10W maximum output power of this design is
more than six times higher than any published prior art.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A novel feedforward control for reconfigurable SC converters
is presented. The feedforward control dynamically changes the
configuration of the SC converter to a higher voltage conver-
sion ratio when an input voltage droop is detected. The feed-
forward control reduces the output voltage droop from 90mV
to 30mV, thereby improving Vout,min by 60mV without the
use of dedicated input or output decoupling capacitors. The
feedforward control for reconfigurable SC converters reduces
the voltage overhead required to meet microprocessor Vout,min
requirements. For 850mV output voltage, the 60mV voltage
overhead reduction can lead to a 7% reduction in overall micro-
processor power consumption.

To account for the change of on-chip resistance with tem-
perature, a thermal model is developed to predict the on-chip
temperature. Correlating the measured on-chip load resistances
with the operating temperature allows for a more accurate effi-
ciency estimation at high output powers. Measurement results
of the on-chip SCVR achieve: 1) maximum efficiencies above
85%; 2) power densities above 2.5W/mm2 ; 3) transient re-
sponses faster than 1 ns with reduced Vout,min overhead, and
4) output powers up to 10W. Hence, the feasibility of high-
power on-chip SCVR designs is demonstrated experimentally
by achieving 10W maximum output power.

This paper further concludes that on-chip SCVRs, which his-
torically have been perceived as being inefficient, low power,
and difficult to regulate, are a viable candidate to enable granu-
lar microprocessor power delivery and per-core regulation. The
measured performance of the presented converter ranks among
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the highest efficiency, highest power density, highest output
power, and fastest transient response time on-chip voltage reg-
ulators published to date.
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